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Power bi cross report drillthrough not working

Hi @DebbieE, there is an article about cross-report drills, but be aware of the important steps in it: example: &gt;&gt; Make sure that the fields you want to pass are present in both data models. The name of the field and the name of the table to which it belongs are the same (strings must also match and are case-sensitive). Regards, Amy If this post helps,
consider accepting it as a solution that will help other members find it more quickly. Show the solution in the original post two blog posts in a week?yes.... Why not! I'm so keen on new features that have just been released that I decided to blog right away after getting my laptop! But one of the most difficult things with this invaluable feature was discoverability.
Hiding behind a right click, not all users were able to use this feature or know it was there. Drill through power BI and the biggest game changer for closing off with the recently launched (preview) feature in the March 2020 release! To be honest, I can't find the exact time it was introduced to Power BI, but it's a powerful feature, especially for its fully interactive
reporting experience and power BI's great storytelling capabilities. The drill-through feature makes it easy to drill through to another page by using the context of a specific record with drill-through applied as a filter on another page. On the other page, you can create another engaging report full of insights and great visuals to show deeper insights while still
applying that particular filter. However, before you can do this, the report author must define the fields in the dataset that can be used for this drill-through feature. With the simplest settings as described above, you can drill through different pages in the same report. However, it can be broader! This new option allows you to drill a report with a shared
dimension into another report in the same workspace. Cross-report drill-through was a very welcome addition, especially working with large numbers of users and at different levels of data granularity. For example, you can easily grant access to top-level reports to a wider audience, but detailed pages can only be accessed by a limited group of users. But.. It
was still under-used because the feature was still hidden behind the right click. Learn how to set up drill-throughs in the Microsoft documentation. Next step in detectability As mentioned earlier, the drill-through feature has a long way to go!Improvements made in the past have been very helpful in making drill-throughs better to discover and more usable.
Right-click The drill-through feature has long been hidden behind right mouse clicks in Power BI. Report users had to right-click on the visual to drill through other pages. This feature was so hidden that it was very difficult for report users to figure out where they could drill through without having to right-click on each visual on the page. As a result, this feature
was rarely used. Quick win of discovery For a while, there were new improvements to faster wins to make it easier to find drill-through capabilities and to let the report's audience know that they could perform drill-throughs on that particular visual. The addition was to display the text with a right click to drill through to the visual tooltip. It was a very good next
step, but there were still some challenges. Use the tips on the report page to notify report people that this additional information is gone and that report authors can get creatives and apply drill-throughs to their visuals. A very interesting video informing users about drill-throughs with tooltips after Ignite 2019 was posted by Guy from Cube. Patrick Leblanc
showed how to use the tooltip on the report page to notify users of dynamic GIF images. Check out the bottom of the video to see how you can create one! However, the flexibility to have tooltips on report pages that display other information is terminated. Drill through the buttons! The March 2020 release of Power BI was huge! In my opinion, this is a major
step forward in drill-through discoverability! It's still in preview, but the feature runs smoothly. After adding a button to the canvas, there are a number of properties that need to be set to achieve this functionality. Set the action type, this to a drill-through (preview) destination, and select the page on which you want to move the button. Active tooltips (optional):
Hover over text if the button is enabled. Invalid tooltip (optional): If the button is disabled, hover over the text. By default, the button is grayed out until you select an item in one of the other visuals. Based on your selection, the button is activated. My advice is to use the text tooltip to easily notify the report user of what they need to do to activate the button.
Another big step forward is enabling tooltips for custom report pages.You can use buttons to combine the aforementioned features with GIF images and drill-through buttons. This will be another major step forward in making drill-through more user-friendly. Fortunately, there are ideas already mentioned in the Ideas forum for this, but even better, it has
already started status! You sign in in a different tab or window. Re-load and update the session. Signed out in a different tab or window. Re-load and update the session. Use optional third-party analytics cookies .com github to understand how to use them and build better products. More information. Use optional third-party analytics cookies .com github to
understand how to use them and build better products. You can update your selection at any time by clicking Cookie Settings at the bottom of the page. For more information, see the Privacy Statement. We use cookies that are essential to perform important website functions. For more information, we use analytics cookies to understand how we use our
website and to improve the websites we use to collect pages visited, clicks required to accomplish tasks, and more. For more information, we have set up two reports (source and target) to test cross-report drill-through. The power bi service works fine, but it doesn't work if the report is embedded (Apps own data). Is this a limitation or am I missing something?
Is there a workaround? Let's take a look at how this works and how to set it up. Create two reports. Drill from overview to detail. Add a chart to the summary, such as the Account: Details report. This data is filtered by drilling to make sure that cross-reporting is turned off in Overview: Now In Overview. Also, you don't need a drill-through filter: Then, in the
details report, add account name to the drill-through filter. This is where cross-reporting is turned on. Publish each report to the Power BI service. I'm publishing it to an app workspace called DrillThroughSample. Click Summary to right-click the account name field to view the Drill Through option. You can select the details [CrossReportDrillThroughDetail]:
This will take you to a detailed report that shows filtered data for the selected account: this feature will open the report in other reports, open other reports, view more,A view of the data. Thanks for reading. I need your help before you leave. I've been spending more time lately creating YOUTUBE videos to help people learn microsoft's power platform. If I
want to see how to make an app, or if you want to read my blog and find something useful, please subscribe to my YOUTUBE channel. Thank you, we're going to keep learning together. Carl
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